Church construction to start by May 1, 1963.
First service on Christmas, 1963.

Place: Bath, Maine, New Church is on Washington Street, but offices, etc., still at old address.

Building: Grace Episcopal Church, 928 Middle Street, Bath, Maine. Tel. Hilltop 3-3792.
Persons Interested: Mr. John J. Preney, Design Committee Chairman.
Tel. Area Code 207-443-2763.

Date of Completion: December 1, 1963.
Price: $6000 ($31.50) per

Minister: The Reverend Richard B. Adams (Father), denomination: Episcopal.
Assistant: The Rev. Richardson A. Libby. Rectory phone Hilltop 3-3133.
Architect: Mr. Wilbur R. Ingalls, Jr.

Vents:
Position in Church: Large chancel window.
Height from floor: 9 feet.
Protection: Glass
Groove: Metal
Rabbet: Stone
Wood: Wood

Exposure: North
Inscription:

Design wanted: Soon.
Staging:
Blueprints:

General Information: Make design with Christus Rex at center. Christ crowned, in chasuble, arms extended in cross shape but not the cross, symbol of Grace and Trinity. Change mullions to accommodate.

(Something in the nature of Dartmouth and Chelmsford, but colors a little softer than Chelmsford - not so insistent.

Vertical mullions to be included. Number and arrangement to be determined by designer.

Church to provide vertical wooden mullions - we provide the horizontal divisions; lead. "5/3/63"
First, there is the great chancel window devoted to the Christus Rex. Blue is the predominant color, with the crowned figure of Our Lord in white alb and ruby chasuble, traditional color symbols of Purity and Divine Love. The cruciform shape could be emphasized with division lines outlining the cross, if you prefer.

Symbols of the Sacraments are designed at either side, - the Baptismal font, and the Chalice and Host with wheat and grape. There are also the Anchor and Cross of Faith and Hope, and the flaming Rose of Love, emphasizing Divine Grace.

At the top are symbols of the Trinity, - the Lamb with banner of victory, the Dove of the Holy Spirit, and the hand of God in the cruciform. Six doves in the field, with the one above complete the symbolism of the Gifts of the Spirit.